Motivation
• A Lie algebra g is defined by its structure tensor c k ij . The invariants of g are, in essence, those of c k ij . This tensor is quite complicated to study and it is natural to try somehow to simplify it first. The classical method is to consider, instead of this tensor, a simpler object, namely, the operator ad ξ "´ř c k ij ξ i¯f or a generic vector ξ P g. This operator defines the decomposition of g into (generalised) eigenspaces: the zero eigenspace is known as a Cartan subalgebra, the other eigenspaces are root subspaces. Using this approach systematically leads, in particular, to the classification of semisimple Lie algebras.
We are going to do a similar thing, but instead of the operator ad ξ , we suggest to consider the bilinear form A x "´ř c k ij x k¯f or a regular covector x P g˚. This form does not give any nontrivial invariants (except for its corank called the index of g). However, non-trivial invariants immediately appear as soon as we consider a pair of forms A x and A a for x, a P g˚. From the algebraic viewpoint these invariants look quite natural, and their systematic analysis seems to be an interesting mathematical problem.
• Some already known results become more transparent and receive a new interpretation if we look at them from the viewpoint of Jordan-Kronecker invariants. Besides useful reformulations, in this way one can get new non-trivial results (for example, Theorems 5 and 6 below).
• We expect that these technics will be useful in the study of the coadjoint representation of non-semisimple Lie algebras. Many papers are focused just on the semisimple case, but the methods used in this area are so specific that their generalisation to the case of arbitrary Lie algebras is hardly possible. It would be very desirable to develop universal tools and ideas.
• Finally, the main reason why we have been involved in this area is the generalised "argument shift conjecture" discussed below. Apparently, to prove or disprove it will necessarily require the concept of Jordan-Kronecker invariants. This conjecture itself seems to be very important as the argument shift method is one of few indeed universal constructions which are worth being treated in detail.
Some historical remarks
The idea of Jordan-Kronecker invariants is based on the results, methods and constructions invented and developed by different mathematicians in different years and sometimes even not related to each other.
• The index of a Lie algebra g is the codimension of a regular coadjoint orbit. Equivalently, ind g " min xPg˚d
im Ann x
The index can also be characterised as the number of functionally independent (local) coadjoint invariants, i.e., Casimirs.
If ind g " 0, then the Lie algebra g is said to be Frobenius.
• The singular set Sing Ă g˚consists of those points y P g˚for which corank A y ą ind g, where A y is the Lie-Poisson tensor at the point y. In other words, Sing is the set of all coadjoint orbits of non-maximal dimension. Equivalently,
Sing " ty P g˚| dim Ann pyq ą ind gu
• Let f : g˚Ñ C be a coadjoint invariant, f P Ipgq. Choose and fix a regular element a P gå nd consider the functions of the form f λ pxq " f px`λaq, λ P C. The family of functions tf px`λaq | f P Ipgq, λ P Cu
is said to be a family of shifts (of coadjoint invariants). This classical definition from [19] needs however to be slightly modified. The reason is that for non-algebraic Lie algebras the coadjoint invariants may not be globally defined, whereas we want to have a global and universal construction for all types of Lie algebras.
Consider locally analytic invariants f 1 , . . . , f s , s " ind g defined in a neighbourhood of a P gs uch that their differentials df i paq form a basis of Ann a (recall that a is regular so that such invariants do exist). Take the Taylor expansions of f i at a:
where f k i pxq is a homogeneous polynomial in x of degree k. It is not hard to see that the collection of f k i 's is somehow equivalent to (1) : in the simplest case, for example, when f i are homogeneous polynomials, f k i 's form a spanning set of the family of shifts f i px`λaq. That is why, in what follows, we replace (1) by the subalgebra F a Ă P pgq generated by the homogeneous polynomials f k i pxq, i " 1, . . . , ind g, k ą 0.
We call F a the algebra of (polynomial) shifts. Such a modification is useful for at least three reasons (see [7] ):
-this approach is universal and purely algebraic which allows us to work with arbitrary Lie algebras over any field of characteristic zero;
-the algebra of polynomial shifts F a is canonical, i.e., does not depend on the choice of local invariants f 1 , . . . , f s we started with;
-to construct the family (1) of classical shifts, we need to find the Ad˚-invariants which is not an easy task, whereas generating elements (2) of F a can be found explicitly by solving systems of linear equations.
Generalised argument shift conjecture
In the skew-symmetric forms A x and A a mentioned in Section 1 one can easily recognise two well-known Poisson structures on the dual space g˚of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra g. The first of them is the standard Lie-Poisson bracket:
where x P g˚, f, g : g˚Ñ C.
From the algebraic viewpoint, a completely integrable system on g˚is a complete commutative family (subalgebra) F Ă P pgq. Completeness in this context means that F contains 1 2 pdim g`ind gq algebraically independent polynomials.
One of the most efficient methods for constructing such families F Ă P pgq is to use an additional Poisson structure compatible with (3). As the simplest structure with such a property, one can take the constant Poisson bracket given by the following well-known formula:
where a P g˚is a fixed element. Here we assume a P g˚to be regular although this formula makes sense for an arbitrary a, The argument shift method suggested by A.S.Mischenko and A.T.Fomenko in [19] is based on the following observation (which can be naturally generalised to the case of arbitrary compatible Poisson brackets). Let f and g be coadjoint invariants. Then the functions f px`λaq and gpx`µaq commute with respect to the both brackets (3) and (4) . Notice that the shifts f px`λaq are exactly Casimirs for the linear combination t , u`λt , u a . Replacing these shifts, as was explained in Section 3, by the algebra F a of polynomial shifts, we can reformulate the main result of [19] as follows.
Theorem 1 (A.S. Mischenko, A.T. Fomenko [19] ).
1) The functions from F a pairwise commute with respect to the both brackets t , u and t , u a .
2) If g is semisimple, then F a is complete, i.e. contains 1 2 pdim g`ind gq algebraically independent polynomials.
Although in general F a is not necessarily complete, A.S. Mischenko and A.T. Fomenko stated the following well known conjecture Mischenko-Fomenko conjecture. On the dual space g˚of an arbitrary Lie algebra g there exists a complete family F of commuting polynomials.
In other words, for each g one can construct a completely integrable (polynomial) system on g˚or, speaking in algebraic terms, the Lie-Poisson algebra P pgq always contains a complete commutative subalgebra.
This conjecture was proved in 2004 by S.T.Sadetov [31] , see also [5] , [37] . However, Sadetov's family F Ă P pgq is essentially different from the family of shifts F a . Thus, it is still an open question whether or not one can modify the argument shift method to construct a complete family in bi-involution. In all the examples we know, the answer is positive which allows us to propose the following bi-Hamiltonian version of the Mischenko-Fomenko conjecture.
Generalised argument shift conjecture. On the dual space g˚of an arbitrary Lie algebra g there exists a complete family G a of polynomials in bi-involution, i.e. in involution w.r.t. the two brackets t , u and t , u a .
In fact, our conjecture can be reformulated in the following equivalent way: the algebra F a of polynomial shifts can always be extended up to a complete subalgebra G a Ă P pgq of polynomials in bi-involution.
Jordan-Kronecker decomposition theorem
The below theorem gives the classification of pairs of skew-symmetric forms A, B by reducing them simultaneously to an elegant canonical block-diagonal form.
Usually one refers to this result as the Jordan-Kronecker theorem since the classical works by these two famous mathematicians (written in the second half of the XIXth century) contain all of the most important ideas and ingredients of this construction. A more recent reference is a very interesting paper by R. Thompson, which serves as a good and complete survey on this subject and related topics (see also [12] by G.B. Gurevich and a note [16] by I. Kozlov with a short proof).
Theorem 2. Let A and B be two skew-symmetric bilinear forms on a complex vector space V . Then by an appropriate choice of a basis, their matrices can be simultaneously reduced to the following canonical block-diagonal form:
where the pairs of the corresponding blocks A i and B i can be of the following three types:
Jordan block pλ i P Cq¨J
where Jpλ i q denotes the standard Jordan block
As a special case in this theorem, we consider the pair of trivial 1ˆ1 blocks A i " 0 and B i " 0. We refer to such a situation as a trivial Kronecker block.
Notice that the choice of a canonical basis is not unique. Equivalently, one can say that the automorphism group of the pair pA, Bq is not trivial (this group has been described and studied in [41] ). However, the blocks A i and B i are defined uniquely up to permutation.
For the linear combination A`λB we will sometimes use the notation A λ . Besides, we will formally set A 8 " B having in mind that we are interested in these forms up to proportionality so that the parameter λ of the pencil P " tA λ u generated by A and B belongs, in fact, to the projective line CP 1 . The rank of the pencil P is naturally defined as rank P " max λ rank A λ . The numbers λ i that appear in the Jordan blocks A i of the Jordan-Kronecker canonical form given in Theorem 2 are called characteristic numbers of the pencil P. They play the same role as "eigenvalues" in the case of linear operators. More precisely, λ i are those numbers for which the rank of A λ for λ " λ i is not maximal, i.e., rank A λi ă rank P. The case of Jordan blocks with λ i " 8 can always be avoided by replacing B with B 1 " B`µA for a suitable µ. So from now on, unless otherwise stated, we shall assume that 8 is not a characteristic number, so that no Jordan block with "infinite eigenvalue" appears. There is a natural analog of the characteristic polynimial ppλq whose roots are exactly the characteristic numbers with multiplicities. In order to define ppλq in invariant terms, we consider all diagonal minors of the matrix A`λB of order rank P and take the Pfaffians for each of them. They are obviously polynomial in λ. Then ppλq is the greatest common divisor of all these Pfaffians.
If µ ‰ λ i , then we call the form A µ regular (in the pencil P " tA λ u). The set of characteristic numbers λ i of the pencil P will be denoted by Λ.
The size of each Kronecker block is an odd number 2k i´1 , i " 1, . . . , s. As we shall see below, the numbers k i in many cases have a natural algebraic interpretation and we shall call them Kronecker indices of the pencil P " tA λ u. Notice, by the way, that the number of Kronecker blocks s is equal to corank P.
The Jordan-Kronecker decomposition theorem immediately implies several important facts. First of all, we can always find a large subspace which is isotropic simultaneously for all forms from a given pencil P. Speaking more formally, we call a subspace U Ă V bi-Lagrangian w.r.t. a pencil P if U is isotropic for all A λ P P and dim U " 1 2 pdim V`corank Pq. In other words, U is a common maximal isotropic subspace for all regular forms A λ P P. Corollary 1. For every pencil P " tA λ u, there is a bi-Lagrangian subspace U Ă V .
Proof. The proof is evident: as such a subspace U one can take the direct sum of the subspaces related to the right lower zero blocks of the submatrices A i and B i in the Jordan-Kronecker decomposition.
In fact, this result gives an algebraic explanation of the role which compatible Poisson brackets play in the theory of completely integrable systems: an analog of a bi-Lagrangian subspace is just a family of functions in bi-involution. In particular, Corollary 1 can be understood as an algebraic counterpart for the generalised argument shift conjecture. By using the results of F.-J. Turiel [34] , [35] on the local classification of compatible Poisson brackets, one can show that a local version of this conjecture holds true if we replace polynomials by local analytic functions (see also paper by P. Olver [21] ). The problem is to "extend" these local functions onto the whole space g˚, more precisely, to "make them" into polynomials. Turiel's construction uses arguments from local differential geometry which do not guarantee any kind of "polynomiality".
Let us give some more straightforward corollaries of Theorem 2 playing an important role in the theory of bi-Hamiltonian systems.
Corollary 2.
1. The subspace L " ř λRΛ Ker A λ is bi-isotropic, i.e., isotropic w.r.t. all forms A λ P P. 2. L is contained in every bi-Lagrangian subspace U . Moreover, L can be characterised as the intersection of all bi-Lagrangian subspaces. that satisfies the pk`1q's relation, so that we can continue this chain up to infinity starting from any step. 1. P is of Kronecker type, i.e., the JK decomposition 2 of P has no Jordan blocks; 2. rank A λ " rank P for all λ PC, i.e., Λ " H;
3. the subspace L " ř λRΛ Ker A λ is bi-Lagrangian; 4. a bi-Lagrangian subspace is unique.
The following statement allows us to compute the number of Jordan blocks (both trivial, i.e., of size 2ˆ2, and non-trivial) for each characteristic number.
Corollary 5. Let P " tA`λBu and µ ‰ 0 be a characteristic number. Then 1. corank`A| Ker pA`µBq˘ě corank P; 2. corank`A| Ker pA`µBq˘" corank P iff the Jordan µ-blocks are all trivial; 3. the number of all Jordan µ-blocks is equal to
4. the number of non-trivial Jordan µ-blocks is equal to 1 2`c orank`A| Ker pA`µBq˘´c orank P˘.
These purely algebraic and elementary results have natural analogs (in fact, direct implications) in the theory of integrable systems. Here is a kind of dictionary that allows to translate "linear algebra" to "Poisson geometry": skew-symmetric form ÐÑ Poisson structure kernel of a skew-symmetric form ÐÑ Casimir functions pencil of skew-symmetric forms ÐÑ compatible Poisson brackets isotropic subspace ÐÑ family of commuting functions maximal isotropic subspace ÐÑ integrable system bi-Lagrangian subspace ÐÑ functions in bi-involution Understanding this relationship allows us not only to interpret, but also to prove many important facts related to compatible Poisson structures and bi-Hamiltonian systems. For example, the argument shift method (part 1 of Theorem 1) is just a reformulation of item 1 of Corollary 2 in terms of the compatible Poisson brackets (3) and (4) on the dual space g˚. The passage from the classical shifts f px`λaq to the canonical algebra of polynomial shifts F a is equivalent to the interpretation of the subspace L given by Corollary 3 (here the family (algebra) of shifts F a itself corresponds to L). The reformulation of the generalised argument shift conjecture given at the end of Section 4 becomes immediately clear, if we compare it with item 2 of Corollary 2.
In fact, the main idea of this paper is just to use this relationship in a systematic way for compatible Poisson brackets (3) and (4) on the dual space g˚in order to get some information about the Lie algebra g itself and its coadjoint representation.
We are not going to give detailed proofs of the results presented below. Instead, we will give a reference to one of the algebraic results discussed above, from which the desired fact immediately follows. For a reader who is not familiar with this "linear algebra ÐÑ Poisson geometry", we should, perhaps, explain from the very beginning how deep this relationship is. A Poisson structure, as an object of differential geometry, can be considered up to a certain order of approximation. The above relationship is just of zero order. But even this leads to non-trivial results, as behind "linear algebra" there is always a "compatibility condition" 3 which is highly non-trivial and is responsible for many things that cannot be even seen on the level of "linear algebra". For example, one can naturally ask the following question: how the Jordan-Kronecker decomposition could help in the theory of Lie algebras, if it does not know anything about the Jacobi identity? The answer is very simple: Jacobi identity is hidden in the compatibility condition for brackets (3) and (4). Thus, the point is that the Jordan-Kronecker decomposition indeed contains a lot of useful information, but to get any non-trivial conclusion from it, we need something extra, and this "extra" is basically hidden in the compatibility condition.
Definiton of Jordan-Kronecker invariants
Let g be a Lie algebra and g˚be its dual space. Consider x, a P g˚and the corresponding skewsymmetric forms A x "´ř c k ij x k¯a nd A a "´ř c k ij a k¯. The Jordan-Kronecker decomposition of the pencil tA x`λ A a u essentially depends on the choice of x and a. However, for almost all pairs px, aq, the algebraic type of this pencil is the same.
We will say that px, aq P g˚ˆg˚is a generic pair if the algebraic type of the Jordan-Kronecker decomposition for tA x`λ A a u remains unchanged under a small variation of both x and a. The pencil tA x`λ A a u in this case is called generic too. Clearly, the set of all generic pairs px, aq is Zariski open non-empty subset of g˚ˆg˚. Here by the algebraic type of a JK canonical form we mean the number and sizes of Kronecker and Jordan (of course, separately for each characteristic number) blocks.
In particular, we will say that a Lie algebra g is of
• Kronecker type,
• Jordan (symplectic) type,
• mixed type, if the Jordan-Kronecker decomposition for the generic pencil A x`λ A a consists of
• only Kronecker blocks,
• only Jordan blocks,
• both of Jordan and Kronecker blocks respectively. Following the same idea we give two more definitions. Notice that in a neighbourhood of a generic pair px, aq P g˚ˆg˚, these characteristic numbers are analytic functions of x and a: λ i " λ i px, aq.
Basic properties of JK invariants
The next two theorems easily follow from the definition of JK invariants and give characterisation of Lie algebras of Kronecker and Jordan types respectively.
Theorem 3.
The following properties of a Lie algebra g are equivalent:
1. g is of Kronecker type, i.e. the Jordan-Kronecker decomposition of a generic pencil A x`λ A a consists only of Kronecker blocks,
codim Sing ě 2, where
Sing " ty P g˚| dim Ann y ą ind gu Ă gi s the singular set of g˚,
3. the algebra of shifts F a is complete.
Proof. This theorem is, in fact, the main result of [4] . We give a sketch of proof (see details in [4] and, in a more general case, [7] ). A generic pencil A x`λ A a is Kronecker, if and only iff the rank of A x`λ A a " A x`λa is maximal for all λ (Corollary 4), i.e., a generic line x`λa does not intersect the singular set Sing. This is obviously equivalent to the condition codim Sing ě 2. The equivalence of 1 and 3 follows directly from Corollary 4 (see items 1 and 3) if we take into account the fact that the differentials of shifts f P F a at the point x generate the subspace L " ř λRΛ Ker pA x`λ A a q (Corollary 3).
Notice that for Lie algebras of Kronecker type, the generalised argument shift conjecture holds true automatically as the family of shifts F a itself is complete and in bi-involution. Examples of such Lie algebras include, first of all, semisimple Lie algebras [19] and semiderect sums g`ρ V , where g is simple, V is Abelian and ρ : g Ñ glpV q is irreducible [3] , [30] , [18] (see Section 11).
The next theorem is obvious and can be viewed as an interpretation of the notion of a Frobenius Lie algebra ( [9] , [22] ) in terms of Jordan-Kronecker invariants.
Theorem 4.
1. g is of Jordan type, i.e., the Jordan-Kronecker decomposition for a generic pencil A x`λ A a consists only of Jordan blocks.
2. a generic form A x is non-degenerate, i.e., ind g " 0 and g is Frobenius,
3. the algebra of shifts F a is trivial, i.e., F a " C.
Kronecker blocks and Kronecker indices
Here we focus on Kronecker blocks and discuss some elementary results to illustrate a relationship between JK invariants and properties of a Lie algebra g. Proposition 1. Let P " tA x`λa u be a generic pencil, x, a P g˚. Then:
1. the number of Kronecker blocks in the JK decomposition for P equals to the index of g;
2. the number of trivial Kronecker blocks is greater or equal to the dimension of the centre of g;
3. the number of algebraically independent functions in the algebra of shifts F a equals ř s i"1 k i , where k 1 , . . . , k s are Kronecker indices of g, s " ind g. It is interesting to notice that Kronecker indices give a very simple and natural estimate for the degrees of polynomial coadjoint invariants. This result has been recently obtained by A. Vorontsov.
Theorem 5 (A. Vorontsov [38] ). Let f 1 pxq, f 2 pxq, . . . , f s pxq P P pgq be algebraically independent polynomial coadjoint invariants, s " ind g, and m 1 ď m 2 ď¨¨¨ď m s be their degrees, m i " deg f i . Then the following estimate holds
where
This theorem is related to the case when g admits a "complete set" of polynomial Ad˚-invariants, i.e., the number of algebraically independent invariants is equal to the index of g. However, in general coadjoint invariants are not necessarily polynomial or even rational 4 . But even in this more general case a similar estimate holds true. We only need to replace the degree m i by another characteristic of a (local) analytic function f . Namely, consider the Taylor expansion of f at a generic point a P g˚:
where f k is a homogeneous polynomial in x of degree k. Denote by mpf q the number of algebraically independent polynomials among f i 's. It is clear that if f itself is a polynomial, then mpf q ď deg f . Thus, if f 1 , . . . , f s are independent (local) analytic Ad˚-invariants, s " ind g, and mpf 1 q ď mpf 2 q ď¨¨¨ď mpf s q, then we still have the same estimate
This observation can sometimes be used to compute Kronecker indices for Lie algebras. For example, for a semisimple Lie algebra g, the algebra of polynomial invariants admits a natural basis f 1 , . . . , f s and in this case (5) becomes the exact equality (A. Panasyuk [23] ):
The numbers e i " m i´1 are known as exponents of a semisimple Lie algebra g. Thus, the Kronecker indices of g can naturally be related to its exponents. This result is based on the following general observation [38] . Proposition 2. Let g be of Kronecker type and f 1 , . . . , f s , s " ind g, be algebraically independent Ad˚-invariant polynomials. If
where k i are the Kronecker indices of g. In particular, the degrees of algebraically independent Ad˚-invariants f 1 , . . . , f s satisfying (6) are uniquely defined.
It is worth noticing that Ad˚-invariants f 1 , . . . , f s satisfying (6) possess some other interesting properties (see, for example, [28] , [27] , [20] ). Here is, for example, a generalisation of a well-known result due to B. Kostant (Theorem 9, p. 382 in [15] ) to the non-semisimple case.
Proposition 3. Let g be of Kronecker type and f 1 , . . . , f s , s " ind g, be algebraically independent Ad˚-invariant polynomials satisfying (6) . Then the differentials of f 1 , . . . , f s at a point x P gg enerate Ann x if and only if x is regular, i.e., x R Sing.
Proof. The proof can be found in [27] , but here we give another version based on the concept of JK invariants. Let x R Sing. Since g is of Kronecker type, i.e., codim Sing ě 2, we can find a regular element a P g˚such that the line x`λa does not intersect Sing, so that the pencil A x`λ A a is Kronecker.
Consider the generators f k i of the algebra of shifts F a obtained from f 1 , . . . , f s as explained in Section 3 (see (2) ), and the subspace L Ă g generated by their differentials df k i pxq. According to Corollary 4, L is bi-Lagrangian, i.e., dim L " The same is, therefore, true for df 1 pxq, . . . , df s pxq, as the invariants f 1 , . . . , f s themselves belong to the set of generators tf
Thus, df i pxq are linearly independent at x and therefore generate Ann x, as required. The converse is obvious: x P Sing means that dim Ann x ą s " ind g and df 1 , . . . , df s cannot generate this subalgebra.
Singular set and characteristic numbers
The singular set Sing Ă g˚plays a very important role in our construction. Here we briefly discuss some of its elementary properties.
As a subset of g˚, the singular set Sing is an algebraic subvariety given by the system of homogeneous polynomial equations of the form:
where Pf denotes the Pffafian, and C i1i2...i 2k is the diagonal minor of the skew-symmetric matrix A x " pc k ij x k q, related to the rows and columns with numbers i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i 2k , 2k " dim g´ind g. The case of Abelian Lie algebra should, perhaps, be considered as an exception: in this case Sing " H. Otherwise, Sing is not empty and contains at least the zero element.
Sing may consist of several irreducible components which, in general, may have different dimensions. One of the simplest examples is the direct sum g " g 1 ' g 2 , where the singular sets Sing i Ă gi (i " 1, 2) have different codimensions. Then the singular set for g is Sing " pSing 1ˆg2 q Y pSing 2ˆg1 q, i.e. consists of two components with different dimensions.
The codimension of Sing can be arbitrarily large. As an example, consider the semidirect sum of one-dimensional Lie algebra h and an n-dimensional vector space V , where a generator h P h acts on V as a regular semisimple operator. Then it is easy to check that Sing Ă ph`V q˚is one-dimensional (a line), i.e., codim Sing " n.
If g is a semisimple Lie algebra, then codim Sing " 3.
The structure of the singular set Sing plays a very important role in the case when it has codimension 1. As we pointed out above, it is quite possible that Sing at the same time possesses irreducible components of higher codimension. In such a case it is convenient to distinguish in Sing the subset Sing 0 that is the union of all components of codimension 1. In other words, we simply remove from Sing all "low-dimensional" components. Then Sing 0 is an algebraic variety defined by one homogeneous polynomial equation:
Such a polynomial f is easy to describe in terms of the structure tensor c k ij . Indeed, Sing is defined by the system of equations (7). Since Sing 0 Ă Sing, then f pxq " 0 implies vanishing all Pfaffians Pf C i1i2...i 2k . Hence, as f pxq we can simply take the greatest common divisor of all these Pfaffians.
fpxq
This polynomial fpxq is not necessarily irreducible and, in general, may be decomposed into product of (irreducible) components:
. .¨f k pxq¨. . .¨f k pxq looooooooomooooooooon
Notice that f (as well as each of irreducible factors f i ) is a coadjoint semi-invariant, i.e., satisfies fpAdg xq " χpgq¨fpxq, where χ is a certain character of the corresponding Lie group.
Along with the polynomial f, we will consider its reduced version:
i.e., each irreducible components appears with multiplicity one. Clearly, f red pxq " 0 still defines the codimension one singular set Sing 0 . The set Sing 0 and polynomials f, f red are closely related to the characteristic numbers of the Lie algebra g. First of all, Theorem 3 immediately implies Proposition 4. Characteristic numbers of g exist if and only if codim Sing " 1.
Let P " tA x`λa u be a generic pencil, x, a P g˚. The characteristic numbers λ i " λ i px, aq can be characterised by the simple algebraic condition that x`λ i a P Sing. Since the pair px, aq is generic, Sing can be replaced by its codimension one part Sing 0 . In other words, the characteristic numbers are exactly the roots of the polynomial ppλq " fpx`λaq (or p red pλq " f red px`λaq). According to decomposition (7) (or (9)), the characteristic numbers can be partitioned into k groups Λ 1 , . . . , Λ k each of which naturally corresponds to one of these irreducible polynomials f 1 pxq, . . . , f k pkq. Hence we immediately obtain Proposition 5.
1. The number of distinct characteristic numbers λ i of g equals the degree of f red pxq. Similarly, the degree of fpxq is the number of characteristic numbers with multiplicities.
2. More precisely, the number of characteristic numbers in each group Λ i is equal to the degree of f i . The multiplicity 5 of a characteristic number from Λ i is equal to the multiplicity s i of f i in the decomposition (7). In particular, all characteristic numbers within a group Λ i have the same multiplicity.
3. If some of the characteristic numbers have different multiplicities, then the set (variety) of singular elements Sing 0 is reducible.
Recall that speaking of characteristic numbers λ i of g we consider them as locally analytic functions λ i px, aq defined in a neighbourhood of a generic pair px, aq P g˚ˆg˚. However, the partition of the characteristic numbers into groups Λ i is global, whereas the characteristic numbers within a certain group Λ i are defined only locally. For applications, we need, of course, globally defined invariants of the pencil A x`λa . They can be easily constructed by means of Viète's theorem.
Proposition 6. The symmetric polynomials of characteristic numbers are rational functions of x and a. Moreover, if a P g˚is fixed, then they are polynomial in x.
In this statement, we can consider all distinct characteristic numbers, or all characteristic numbers with multiplicities, or all characteristic numbers from a certain group Λ i . The conclusion of this proposition holds true in each of these cases.
From the viewpoint of the generalised argument shift conjecture, the following statement is very important.
Proposition 7.
Consider the polynomial f red pxq defining the codimension one singular set Sing 0 and given by (9) . Take the Taylor expansion of f red at the point a P g˚:
Then the homogeneous polynomials g 1 pxq, . . . , g m pxq are in bi-involution w.r.t. the brackers (3) and (4).
Clearly, the polynomials g 1 , . . . , g m up to a certain constant (that depends on a) are exactly the symmetric polynomials of characteristic numbers. So this proposition is just a particular case of a well-known statement from the theory of bi-Hamiltonian systems: for any pencil of compatible Poisson structures A`λB, the characteristic numbers of this pencil are in bi-involution.
On the other hand, this proposition can be considered as a particular case of the "shift of semi-invariants" method suggested by A.A. Arkhangelskii [2] and then developed by V.V. Trofimov [33] .
Finally we consider the case when a Lie algebra g is Frobenius, i.e. its index is zero. Then
Sing is defined by one single polynomial, namely: fpxq " PfpA x q "
Assume that this polynomial is either irreducible, or has no multiple components in its decomposition (7) into irreducibles polynomials, i.e., all s i equal 1. This is equivalent to the fact that its degree deg f coincides with the (geometric) degree of the singular set Sing which we can understand as the number of distinct intersection points of Sing with a generic line x`λa. Such a situation seems to be quite typical. Under this assumption we have the following Theorem 6. Let g be a Frobenius Lie algebra, and the (geometric) degree of Sing Ă g˚is equal to k " 1 2 dim g. Then a generic pencil A x`λ A a is diagonalisable (i.e. has no Jordan blocks of size greater than 2ˆ2), all characteristic numbers are distinct, and the coefficients of the "characteristic polynomial" ppλq " Pf A x`λa form a complete family of polynomials in bi-involution.
Proof. The diagonalisability of A x`λ A a is obvious as all characteristic numbers are distinct. The second statement of the theorem contains one non-trivial ingredient: from the existence of k distinct characteristic numbers 6 we can immediately conclude that they are functionally independent (by the way, it is for this reason that we need the Jacobi identity). The explanations of this "miracle" comes from the theory of bi-hamiltonian systems and compatible Poisson brackets. If we consider the so-called recursion operator R " A x A´1 a , then the compatibility condition for the Poisson structures A x and A a immediately implies vanishing the Nijenhuis tensor for R. It is a very wellknown fact from local differential geometry that non-constant eigenvalues of such operators have to be functionally independent. The point is that R (with zero Nijenhuis tensor) can locally be reduced to a block-diagonal form where each block possesses exactly one eigenvalue and, moreover, this eigenvalue depends only of the coordinates related to the block 7 . Thus, the purely algebraic fact (algebraic independence of the coefficients of ppλq " Pf A x`λa ) which would probably be difficult to prove by algebraic means, turns out to be almost obvious from the viewpoint of biPoisson geometry.
Notice that if the degree of Sing is smaller than 1 2 dim g, then in the case of a Frobenius Lie algebra g we can still assert that the coefficients of the reduced polynomial p red pλq " f red px`λaq are functionally independent, i.e., in any case we obtain k functions in bi-involution, where k is the geometric degree of Sing. It is not quite clear if this statement still holds if g is not Frobenius (i.e. if some Kronecker blocks exist). The answer is apparently negative.
Index of the annihilator and the Elashvili conjecture from the viewpoint of JK invariants
In this section, instead of a generic pair px, aq P g˚ˆg˚we consider the situation when a P g˚is singular and fixed, whereas x P g˚is still generic. Let Ann a " tξ P g | adξ a " 0u be the stationary subalgebra of a P g˚with respect to the coadjoint representation. The following estimate is well-known (see, for example, [1] ):
ind Ann a ě ind g.
The Elashvili conjecture 8 states that if g is semisimple then for any a P g˚" g we have the equality ind Ann a " ind g.
This conjecture has been recently proved by J-Y. Charbonnel and A. Moreau [8] , see also discussion in [11, 26, 39] .
Here is the reformulation of (11) in terms of Jordan-Kronecker decomposition:
Proposition 8. Let a P g˚be fixed and x P g˚be generic in the sense that the type of the JordanKronecker decomposition of the pencil A x`λ A a remains unchanged under small perturbation of x. Then ind Ann a " ind g 6 To prove the theorem we can obviously pass from coefficients of fpx`λaq to its roots, i.e., to the characteristic numbers.
7 Alternatively, one can use the normal form theorem for non-degenerate compatible Poisson structures by F.-J.Turiel [34] from which the desired result immediately follows. 8 This conjecture has its origin in the theory of integrable systems on Lie algebras. Namely, in [4] it was proved that the condition ind Ann a " ind g is equivalent to the completeness of the family of shifts on the singular coadjoint orbit Opaq. This equality was checked for all singular elements of slpnq and it was conjectured that it is still true for arbitrary (or at least for classical) semisimple Lie algebras.
if and only if the Jordan-Kronecker decomposition of A x`λ A a does not contain non-trivial Jordan blocks, i.e., the Jordan part is diagonalisable. Otherwise, i.e. if there are non-trivial Jordan blocks, we have strong inequality:
ind Ann a ą ind g
Proof. This result is just a reformulation of items 1 and 2 of Corollary 5 for this special pencil P " tA x`λ A a u. Indeed (10) is a particular case of item 1 (when µ " 8). For our pencil corank P " ind g, Ker B " Ann a and A| Ker B is just the skew-symmetric form on Ann a related to the element πpxq P pAnn aq˚where π : g˚Ñ pAnn aq˚is the natural projection. In particular, if x is generic, then we have corank pA| Ker B q " dim Ker pA| Ker B q " ind Ann a. Item 2 of Corollary 5 is then equivalent to the desired conclusion.
It would be interesting to understand if this observation could lead to another proof of the Elashvili conjecture or/and to its generalisation to another classes of Lie algebras (not necessarily semisimple).
An example of a strict inequality in (11) is given in the next section where we discuss the Lie algebra glpnq`R n 2 . The above discussion can be helpful to answer the following question. Let λ " λpx, aq be a characteristic number of a Lie algebra g, i.e. x`λa P Sing. What can we say about the number and sizes of the corresponding Jordan λ-blocks?
1) The number of Jordan λ-blocks is equal to This statement is useful for computing JK invariants (see next Section).
Examples
There are only a few examples where JK invariants have been explicitly described. In this section we discuss some types of Lie algebras for which this can be done.
Semisimple case
As was already mentioned, a semisimple Lie algebra g is of Kronecker type and its Kronecker indices k 1 , . . . , k s , s " ind g " rank g coincide with the degrees of basis invariant polynomials of g. Equivalently, k i " e i`1 , where e 1 , . . . , e s are exponents of g.
So for simple Lie algebras, the Kronecker indices are as follows:
• A n : 2, 3, 4, . . . , n`1;
• B n : 2, 4, 6, . . . , 2n;
• C n : 2, 4, 6, . . . , 2n;
• D n : 2, 4, 6, . . . , 2n´2 and n;
• G 2 : 2, 6;
• 
Semidirect sums
As an example, consider first the Lie algebra epnq " sopnq`R n of the group of affine orthogonal transformations. We know that the algebra F a of shifts for this Lie algebra is complete [3] . This means that epnq is of Kronecker type. To determine the Kronecker indices k i of epnq, we may apply Proposition 2. It is well know that the basis coadjoint invariants of epnq have the same degrees m i as those of sopn`1q (in fact, there is a natural relationship between the invariants of sopn`1q and epnq based on the fact that epnq can be obtained from sopn`1q by the so-called Z 2 -contraction). Since in this case we have the exact equality
then the Kronecker indices of epnq are exactly k i " m i . In other words, the JK invariants of the Lie algebras epnq and sopn`1q coincide.
It is natural to conjecture that a similar statement holds true in the following more general situation. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra with Z 2 -grading:
Then we can construct a new Lie algebrag that coincides with g as vector space and but p becomes a commutative ideal (whereas the commutation relations within k and between k and p remain the same as in g). In such a situation, one says thatg is obtained from g by Z 2 -contraction. In the above example, epnq and sopn`1q are related exactly in this way. Our conjecture is that the JK invariants ofg coincide with those of the semisimple Lie algebra g. In other words, JK invariants survive under Z 2 -contraction.
Another interesting example of a semidirect sum is the Lie algebra g " slpnq`R n . In this case, there is only one co-adjoint invariant polynomial. Its degree m is exactly equal to 1 2 pdim g`ind gq " 1 2 pn 2`n q. We also know that F a is complete [3] . Hence we conclude that g " slpnq`R n is a Lie algebra of Kronecker type with one Kronecker block whose size, therefore, equals to dim g. Notice, however, that for this conclusion the information about the degree of the co-adjoint invariant is not essential.
More generally, consider the semidirect sum g`φ V , where g is simple and φ : g Ñ EndpV q is irreducible. Such Lie algebras are all of Kronecker type. This fact amounts to the condition codim Sing ě 2 which is not obvious at all and follows from three papers [18] , [3] , [30] . For some of these Lie algebras, the Kronecker indices can be found by using Proposition 2, but in general the question is open.
Lie algebra of upper triangular matrices
Let t n be the Lie algebra of upper triangular nˆn matrices. The description of Jordan-Kronecker invariants for t n easily follows from a very interesting paper [2] by A.Arkhangelskii. The main result of [2] is a proof of the generalised argument shift conjecture for t n (the bracket t , u a was not discussed in [2] , but the complete family of commuting polynomials constructed by A.Arkhangelskii is, in fact, in bi-involution).
If n is even, then t n is of mixed type, i.e., the Jordan-Kronecker decomposition of a generic pencil tA x`λa u contains both Kronecker and Jordan blocks. The Kronecker indices are closely related to the coadjoint invariants of t n explicitly described in [2] . These invariants are rational The singular set Sing 0 Ă tn is defined by an irreducible polynomial f of degree n. Therefore, t n possesses n distinct characteristic numbers, each of multiplicity one. In particular, the Jordan part of a generic pencil A x`λa is diagonalisable.
A complete family of polynomials in bi-involution is formed by the "shifts" P k px`λaq, Q k pxλ aq and fpx`λaq.
If n is odd, then t n is of Kronecker type and the Kronecker indices are 1, 3, 5, . . . , n.
Lie algebras with arbitrarily given JK invariants
Let P " tA`λBu be an arbitrary pencil of skew-symmetric bi-linear forms. A natural question to ask is whether P can be realised as a generic pencil A x`λa for a suitable Lie algebra g? In other words, we want to describe all admissible Jordan-Kronecker invariants of finite dimensional Lie algebras. First of all, notice that the JK invariants of a direct sum g 1 ' g 2 can naturally be obtained from those of g 1 and g 2 by "summation". In particular, the set of characteristic numbers for g 1 ' g 2 can be understood as the disjoint union of the corresponding sets for g 1 and g 2 . Thus, first it is natural to study the realisation problem for the following simplest cases:
• a single Kronecker block,
• a single λ-block which consists of several Jordan blocks.
Examples of such Lie algebras were constructed and communicated to us by I. Kozlov [17] .
The first case can be realised by the Lie algebra g with the basis e 1 , . . . e k , f 1 , . . . , f k`1 and commutation relations:
This Lie algebra admits the following matrix representation
where A denotes the matrix diagpa 1 , a 2´a1 , a 3´a2 , . . . , a k´ak´1 ,´a k q, i.e., an arbitrary diagonal matrix with zero trace, and b is a column of length k`1 with arbitrary entries. The index of g equals 1. The singular set Sing consists of several connected components each of which has codimension 2 and is defined by two linear equations f i " 0, f j " 0, i ‰ j. The Casimir function of the Lie-Poisson bracket on g˚is f 1 f 2¨. . .¨f k`1 .
The second case can be realised by the following matrix Lie algebra
Here x k is an arbitrary row of length n k , y k is an arbitrary column of length n k , and A k is the n kˆnk -matrix related to the row x k " px 1 k , . . . , x n k k q in the following way:
This Lie algebra is Frobenius, its singular set Sing Ă g˚is defined by the linear equation f 0 =0, where f 0 P g is the matrix whose entries are all zero except for b 0 " 1 in the upper right corner. Let n 1 " max k"1,...,m n k . Then the Jordan-Kronecker decomposition of a generic pencil A x`λa consists of Jordan blocks of sizes 2pn 1`1 q, 2n 2 , . . . , 2n m .
Notice that the sizes of these Jordan blocks can be arbitrary with the only restriction. Namely, the largest Jordan block is unique, as by construction n 1`1 ą n k . This restriction turns out to be a general property of non-degenerate Poisson pencils with non-constant characteristic numbers (see [34] ) and, therefore, is unavoidable. For example, there is no Frobenius Lie algebra with diagonalisable λ-blocks if the multiplicity of λ is greater than 1.
However this restriction disappears if we allow Kronecker blocks. The simplest example which illustrates this phenomenon is the Heisenberg algebra with the basis e i , f i , h pi " 1, . . . , nq and relations re i , f j s " δ ij h. A generic pencil A x`λa consists of one trivial Kronecker block and n Jordan 2ˆ2 blocks with the same characteristic number λ "´x h,xy xh,ay . We hope that these observations will help to solve the realisation problem completely, but so far this problem remains open. The difficulty consists in non-trivial relations between Casimir functions and characteristic numbers. By "non-trivial" we mean that the characteristic numbers can, in general, be functionally dependent of the Casimir functions. If it is not the case, then the splitting theorem recently proved by F.-J.Turiel [35] implies that the Jordan-Kronecker invariants of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra g obey the restriction described above: for each characteristic number, the largest Jordan block is unique.
Lie algebras of low dimension
The JK invariants for Lie algebras of low dimension ď 5 (the list of such Lie algebras with some additional useful information can be found in [29] and [14] ) have been explicitly computed by Pumei Zhang [41] . The result is presented in the Appendix.
Two examples of Frobenius Lie algebras
The first example is the Lie algebra affpnq " glpnq`R n of the group of affine transformations. This Lie algebra is Frobenius and, therefore, affpnq is of Jordan type. To determine the sizes of Jordan blocks, we need to describe the structure of the singular set. It can be shown that Sing is defined by one irreducible polynomial of degree 1 2 dim affpnq (this polynomial is exactly the Pfaffian of the form A x "´ř c k ij x k¯w hich can, in fact, be written in much nicer form (12), see [41] for details). Hence, by Theorem 6, this Lie algebra has 1 2 dim affpnq distinct characteristic numbers. Each of them has multiplicity 1, i.e., a generic pencil A x`λa is diagonalisable, i.e., the sizes of Jordan blocks for affpnq are 2, 2, . . . , 2 looooomooooon k times
Another interesting example is g " glpnq`R n 2 , where the vector space R n 2 is realised by nˆn matrices, and the action of glpnq on it is left multiplication. The matrix realisation of g is as follows:ˆA C 0 0˙, where all entries are nˆn blocks, and A and C are arbitrary. The index of g is zero and, therefore, this Lie algebra is of Jordan type. The set of singular elements is defined (after natural, but not invariant identification of g and g˚by means of the pairing xpA 1 , C 1 q, pA 2 , C 2 qy " Tr A 1 A 2T r C 1 C 2 , pA i , C i q P g) by the equation
Since the (geometric) degree of Sing is n, there are n distinct characteristic numbers λ 1 , . . . , λ n . Moreover, the irreducibility of Sing implies (Proposition 5, item 3) that there is no essential difference between them so that all of them have the same multiplicity n and the sizes of Jordan blocks are the same for each λ i .
To compute the sizes of Jordan blocks, it is sufficient to compute the annihilator of a typical singular point y P Sing Ă g˚. Straightforward computation shows that dim Ann y " 2n´2. Hence (see Proposition 9) we have n´1 Jordan blocks and there is only one possibility for their sizes, namely 10 : 2, 2, . . . , 2 looooomooooon n´2 , 4.
Generalised argument shift conjecture
For all Lie algebra listed above, the generalised argument shift conjecture holds true. In the semisimple case, this follows from the Mischenko-Fomenko theorem [19] . For the semidirect sums g`φ V , where g is simple and φ : g Ñ EndpV q is irreducible, we use the fact that all of them are of Kronecker type. So in these two cases, the algebra of shifts F a is complete and in-bi-involution.
The Lie algebras of dimension ď 5 have been studied case by case in [41] and explicit description of complete sets G a of polynomials in bi-involution are indicated in the Appendix.
The Lie algebra affpnq is more interesting. To describe G a explicitly, we will need an explicit formula for the polynomial f that defines the singular set. To that end, we use the standard matrix realisation of affpnq:ˆM v 0 n 0ẇ here M is an arbitrary nˆn matrix, and v is a vector-column of length n. If we identify this Lie algebra affpnq with its dual space affpnq˚by means of (non-invariant) pairing
then Sing can be defined by the equation fpxq " 0, where
By using Theorem 6, we get Proposition 10. For the Lie algebra affpnq, the generalised argument shift conjecture holds true.
As a complete family of polynomials in bi-involution we can take the coefficients of the expansion of fpx`λaq into powers of λ, where f is given by (12).
In the case g " glpnq`R n 2 , this method does not work as the characteristic numbers have multiplicity n. But in this case the ideal h " R n 2 Ă glpnq`R n 2 is commutative and therefore P phq Ă P pgq can be taken as the desired algebra G a of polynomials in bi-involution. The completeness is obvious as n 2 is exactly 1 2 pdim g`ind gq. λ "´x 1 a 1
Appendix
A 3,2 pind " 1q re 1 , e 3 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 3 s " e 1`e2 K-block of size 3ˆ3
re 1 , e 3 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 3 s " e 2 K-block of size 3ˆ3
pind " 1q re 1 , e 3 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 3 s "´e 2 K-block of size 3ˆ3
pind " 1q re 1 , e 3 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 3 s " ae 2 p0 ă |a| ă 1q K-block of size 3ˆ3
pind " 1q re 1 , e 3 s "´e 2 , re 2 , e 3 s " e 1 K-block of size 3ˆ3
pind " 1q re 1 , e 3 s " ae 1´e2 , re 2 , e 3 s " e 1`a e 2 pa ą 0q K-block of size 3ˆ3
re 1 , e 3 s "´2e 2 , re 1 , e 2 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 3 s " e 3 K-block of size 3ˆ3
A 3,9 pind " 1q re 1 , e 2 s " e 3 , re 2 , e 3 s " e 1 , re 3 , e 1 s " e 2 K-block of size 3ˆ3 K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1
re 1 , e 4 s " e 1 , re 3 , e 4 s " e 2 K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1
A 4,4 pind " 2q re 1 , e 4 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 4 s " e 1`e2 , re 3 , e 4 s " e 2`e3 K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1
pind " 2q pab ‰ 0q re 1 , e 4 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 4 s " ae 2 , re 3 , e 4 s " be 3 , p´1 ď a ď b ď 1q K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1
pind " 2q pa ‰ 0q, pb ě 0q re 1 , e 4 s " ae 1 , re 2 , e 4 s " be 2´e3 , re 3 , e 4 s " e 2`b e 3 K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1
A 4,7 pind " 0q re 2 , e 3 s " e 1 , re 1 , e 4 s " 2e 1 , re 2 , e 4 s " e 2 , re 3 , e 4 s " e 2`e3 λ-block of size 4ˆ4
λ "´x 1 a 1
re 2 , e 3 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 4 s " e 2 , re 3 , e 4 s "´e 3 K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1
pind " 0q p´1 ă b ď 1q re 2 , e 3 s " e 1 , re 1 , e 4 s " p1`bqe 1 , re 2 , e 4 s " e 2 , re 3 , e 4 s " be 3 , λ-block of size 4ˆ4
A 4,10 pind " 2q re 2 , e 3 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 4 s "´e 3 , re 3 , e 4 s " e 2 K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1
pind " 0q re 2 , e 3 s " e 1 , re 1 , e 4 s " 2ae 1 , re 2 , e 4 s " ae 2´e3 , re 3 , e 4 s " e 2`a e 3 , pa ą 0q λ-block of size 4ˆ4
λ "´x
A 4,12 pind " 0q re 1 , e 3 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 3 s " e 2 , re 1 , e 4 s "´e 2 , re 2 , e 4 s " e 1 λ 1 -block of size 2ˆ2, λ 2 -block of size 2ˆ2, K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1, K-block of size 1ˆ1
A 5,2 pind " 3q re 2 , e 5 s " e 1 , re 3 , e 5 s " e 2 , re 4 , e 5 s " e 3 K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1, K-block of size 1ˆ1
pind " 3q re 3 , e 4 s " e 2 , re 3 , e 5 s " e 1 , re 4 , e 5 s " e 3 K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1, K-block of size 1ˆ1
re 2 , e 4 s " e 1 , re 3 , e 5 s " e 1 λ-block of size 2ˆ2, λ-block of size 2ˆ2, and K-block of size 1ˆ1
A 5,5 pind " 1q re 3 , e 4 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 5 s " e 1 , re 3 , e 5 s " e 2 λ-block of size 4ˆ4, and K-block of size 1ˆ1
A 5,6 pind " 1q re 3 , e 4 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 5 s " e 1 , re 3 , e 5 s " e 2 , re 4 , e 5 s " e 3 λ-block of size 4ˆ4, and K-block of size 1ˆ1
pind " 3q re 1 , e 5 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 5 s " ae 2 , re 3 , e 5 s " be 3 , re 4 , e 5 s " ce 4 , pabc ‰ 0q, p´1 ď c ď b ď a ď 1q K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1, K-block of size 1ˆ1
pind " 3q re 2 , e 5 s " e 1 , re 3 , e 5 s " e 3 , re 4 , e 5 s " ce 4 , p´1 ă |c| ď 1q K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1, K-block of size 1ˆ1
pind " 3q re 1 , e 5 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 5 s " e 1`e2 , re 3 , e 5 s " be 3 , re 4 , e 5 s " ce 4 , p0 ‰ c ď bq
A 5,10 pind " 3q re 2 , e 5 s " e 1 , re 3 , e 5 s " e 2 , re 4 , e 5 s " e 4 K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1, K-block of size 1ˆ1
pind " 3q re 1 , e 5 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 5 s " e 1`e2 , re 3 , e 5 s " e 2`e3 , re 4 , e 5 s " ce 4 , pc ‰ 0q K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1, K-block of size 1ˆ1 K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1, K-block of size 1ˆ1
pind " 3q re 1 , e 5 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 5 s " ae 2 , re 3 , e 5 s " pe 3´q e 4 , re 4 , e 5 s " qe 3`p e 4 , paq ‰ 0, |a| ď 1q K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1, K-block of size 1ˆ1
pind " 3q re 2 , e 5 s " e 1 , re 3 , e 5 s " pe 3´e4 , re 4 , e 5 s " e 3`p e 4 K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1, K-block of size 1ˆ1
pind " 3q re 1 , e 5 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 5 s " e 1`e2 , re 3 , e 5 s " ae 3 , re 4 , e 5 s " e 3`a e 4 , p|a| ď 1q K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1, K-block of size 1ˆ1
pind " 3q re 1 , e 5 s " e 1 , re 2 , e 5 s " e 1`e2 , re 3 , e 5 s " pe 3´q e 4 , re 4 , e 5 s " qe 3`p e 4 , pq ‰ 0q K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1, K-block of size 1ˆ1
pind " 3q re 1 , e 5 s " pe 1´e2 , re 2 , e 5 s " e 1`p e 2 , re 3 , e 5 s " qe 3´s e 4 , re 4 , e 5 s " se 3`q e 4 , ps ‰ 0q K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1, K-block of size 1ˆ1
x 1 " 0, x 2 " 0, x 3 " 0, pind " 3q re 1 , e 5 s " pe 1´e2 , re 2 , e 5 s " e 1`p e 2 , re 3 , e 5 s " e 1`p e 3´e4 , re 4 , e 5 s " e 2`e3`p e 4 , pp ď 0q K-block of size 3ˆ3, K-block of size 1ˆ1, K-block of size 1ˆ1
x 1 " 0, x 2 " 0, x 3 " 0, x 4 " 0, codim S " 4 
